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 11 December 1970, Volume 170, Number 3963

 The Potat

 What is the botanical origin of this important crD

 plant, and how did it first become domesticate

 Donald Ug,

 Among the most primitive potato
 fields in the world are those clustered

 about the high, cool rim of the Lake
 Titicaca basin in southern Peru and

 northern Bolivia, as well as along the
 steep valley walls flanking the ancient
 Inca capital of Cuzco, Peru. In both
 places the potato forms the chief sub-
 sistence crop of the local Aymara and
 Quechua Indians, who continue to cul-
 tivate their land in a manner essentially
 unchanged from that of their pre-
 Columbian ancestors (Fig. 1).

 In its Andean homeland the potato

 figures prominently in the folklore and
 recorded postconquest histories of the
 Aymara and Quechua Indians as well
 as in the more than 2000-year-old
 archeological record of potato cultiva-
 tion left by earlier cultures (1). The
 earliest preserved remains of the po-
 tato come from archeological sites at
 Chiripa, on the shores of Lake Titicaca
 (the present gene center in the sense
 of Vavilov); the ruins of Tiahuanaco
 in northern Bolivia and Pachacamac

 near Lima; and burial grounds at Arica,
 on the coast of northern Chile (2, 3).
 These remains date from about 400

 B.C. to A.D. 1000, and consist of dried
 potato tubers or chufio, appearing no
 different in form from that processed
 today. Many clay phytomorphic rep-
 resentations of the potato have been
 found in pre-Inca ruins, especially on
 the northern and central coasts of Peru

 (4, 5). These consist of pottery vessels

 of many types, each ch
 a different period, and <
 curate in detail (Fig. 2). :
 esting as these artifact
 anthropologists and arch
 give us little clue as to
 the cultivated potato frc
 viewpoint. They do sh
 that the potato was in o
 oped stage of domesticat
 when these ceramics v

 tured; in fact, these cl
 tions of the potato are e
 lar in form and "eye'
 present-day tubers as ,
 Peruvian markets (Fig.

 The potato, therefore,
 in cultivation and in 1

 development long before
 pearance in the archeo
 Unfortunately, no phyto
 sentations or actual driec

 of the potato have been
 the preagricultural c
 kitchen middens of earl3
 can man at Huaca Pric

 Nicolas, Peru. Both si
 inhabited by a seminc
 that had an economy
 upon fishing, hunting, ar
 ing (6). Consequently,
 little about the history
 during its most critical E
 tion, that is, from the tir
 appearance of the first n
 and plant gatherers i
 Andes to the onset of

 zations founded by the I
 vin, Nazca, and Tiahua

 However, much insig]

 SCIE NC:E

 lution of the potato under domestication
 may be gathered from other lines of
 scientific evidence. Foremost among
 these are comparative studies of the
 cultivation of the potato by modern-day

 O primitive agriculturalists, as well as
 cytological, genetic, taxonomic, and bio-
 systematic studies of the crop itself.

 3~P ~ The Andean farmer, like the modern
 d? Mexican cultivator of the potato (7, 8),

 often devotes far more time and effort

 to the initial preparation and planting
 ent of his field than to its subsequent care.

 His fields, therefore, are commonly in-
 vaded by large populations of wild or
 semiwild (that is, weedy) potato spe-

 laracteristic of cies, which tend to become firmly
 Dften quite ac- established in and between the rows of
 However inter- potato plants, as well as along marginal
 :s may be to thickets of the fields. Although of little
 ieologists, they direct value to man, these plants are
 the origin of rarely removed or disturbed by the

 >m a botanical Indian farmer, who generally sees little
 low, however, harm in their presence. As a result,
 a highly devel- the wild or weedy species of potato are
 ion at the time given ample opportunities not only to
 vere manufac- flourish, but also to hybridize with the
 lay representa- crop.
 Dxtremely simi- The intimate relationship which ex-
 ' portrayal to ists between wild potatoes and cultivars
 seen in native has been generally overlooked by spe-
 3). cialists seeking to explain the origin of
 , was probably the extreme variability of the cultivated
 the process of potato. It is thus no surprise that the
 e its initial ap- source of this variability has often been
 )logical record. attributed solely to gene exchange be-
 amorphic repre- tween the diploid and tetraploid culti-
 d tuber remains vars of the cultivated potato (9). The
 recovered from evidence now on hand, however, indi-
 :ampsites and cates that much wild germ plasm has
 y South Ameri- been, and probably continues to be,
 eta and at San introduced into both diploid and tetra-
 tes were once ploid populations of Solanum tuberosum
 )madic culture through hybridization and introgression,
 based largely and that hybridization has also played

 id plant gather- an important role in the origin of po-
 we know very tato-field weed species as well as in the
 of the potato origin of the cultivated potato itself.

 )eriod of evolu-

 ne of the initial
 lomadic hunters Classification of the Potato
 n the Central

 the great civili- The cultivated potato is a member
 Mochican, Cha- of the nightshade family, or Solanaceae.
 inacan cultures. Botanically, the potato is treated in the
 ht into the evo- section Tuberarium of the genus
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 ways that connected different campsites.
 The potato, therefore, probably be-

 came a "camp follower" of man in its
 initial stages of development during the
 preagricultural era. Significantly, the
 descendants of the "camp-follower"
 potatoes still exist today. These find
 their modern counterparts in the weedy
 S. brevicaule-S. raphanifolium diploid
 complexes of southern Peru and north-
 ern Bolivia.

 Archeologists report that the era of
 incipient agriculture was marked by
 great social and material changes, espe-
 cially by the replacement of nomadic
 cultures with dominant stable civiliza-

 tions. These advances were made pos-
 sible by a gradual shift in the food
 economy; that is, from a system based
 upon hunting and plant gathering, to
 one of animal and plant domestication.
 Since these changes probably occurred
 quite gradually, it is likely that the com-
 position of the first agricultural fields
 corresponded very closely to the weedy
 floras of the earlier kitchen midden

 sites, which in reality, of course, were
 primitive gardens of a sort in their own
 right. However, as settled populations
 became larger, their economies became
 more and more dependent upon the
 efficient production of food crops. In
 time, therefore, man learned to exer-
 cise a higher degree of clonal selection
 upon his crop, planting those cultivars
 which showed favorable yield, desir-
 able flavor, or other good qualities, and
 allowing the undesirable types to either
 become extinct or to persist as weeds
 along the borders of his fields.

 A highly variable array of weedy and
 semidomesticated potato types was
 probably already in existence by the
 opening of the era of incipient agricul-
 ture. This probably contained all or most
 of the desirable genes associated with a
 cultivated species, but they were widely
 spread throughout a natural popula-
 tion.

 If one assumes that the primitive
 agriculturalist did not practice clean
 cultivation methods (as is certainly true
 of indigenous agriculture today), his
 fields may have contained a large as-
 sortment of hybrid cultivars formed in
 crosses of the crop with the wild or
 weedy potato species of the field. Al-
 though the majority of these plants
 were probably undesirable types, a few
 probably had newly recombined and
 improved characteristics. As these de-
 sirable types were recognized and added
 to the list of favored cultivars, the older
 and less desirable clones were planted
 with decreasing frequency.
 11 DECEMBER 1970

 Plants showing desirable character-
 istics were probably never subjected to
 stabilization by means of artificial
 crosses or inbreeding. The older culti-
 vars, as well as the newer recombinant
 types, were probably maintained strict-
 ly by clonal propagation, as they are
 today. Thus, a wide genetic base was
 never lost as the result of selective in-

 breeding; rather the base became wider
 through the process of recurrent culti-
 var-wild species crosses, introgression,
 and subsequent clonal selection. In this
 respect, a primitive potato field may be
 thought of as a population continually
 changing in composition with the addi-
 tion of clones of ever-increasing het-
 erozygosity.

 However, this hybrid-clonal-heter-
 ozygosity cycle terminates or diminishes
 with the introduction of spontaneously
 formed tetraploids. Although these
 plants are formed from highly heter-
 ozygous cultivar stocks, they .are geneti-
 cally isolated from their wild diploid
 ancestors by differences in ploidy, and
 the only connection they have is
 through nearly sterile triploid hybrids.
 Thus, early or primitive tetraploid po-
 tatoes probably received a measure of
 isolation from wild species while re-
 taining all the important gene combina-
 tions of the diploids.

 Although our hypothetical early agri-
 culturalist cannot be expected to have
 realized the genetic advantages of this
 new potato, he probably did perceive
 some real differences in yield and per-
 haps in hardiness. It is likely that the
 tetraploid potatoes were selected quite
 rapidly into their present Andean form
 after their new qualities became known.
 This rapid transformation into efficient,
 high-yielding clones became possible
 through the fortuitous combination of
 genetic isolation, heterozygosity, hy-
 bridization and recombination among
 tetraploids, and by careful selection, in
 many places and by many groups of
 primitive men.

 The introgression of wild germ plasm
 into present-day native potato popula-
 tions remains a strong directive force
 in their development, much as in their
 historical past. Since gene exchange be-
 tween wild and cultivated potato popu-
 lations frequently results in increased
 cultivar diversity, disease resistance,
 and adaptability to climatic changes, it
 is vital to the perpetuation of the
 Andean potato. Homogeneous, or uni-
 form potato field populations are ex-
 tremely vulnerable to destruction by
 disease and other natural causes. The

 disastrous crop failures of Ireland in

 1845, for example, might have been
 entirely avoided if many different culti-
 vars of varying degrees of resistance (or
 susceptibility) to any one particular
 strain of fungal pathogen had been
 planted. Instead, late blight disease of
 potato met with little resistance as it
 spread from one uniform field of genet-
 ically similar potatoes to another (4).
 Natural and human selection, however,
 has acted upon the Andean cultivated
 potatoes for many thousands of years
 without effecting their total extinction.
 Regarding these, conservationist H. H.
 Iltis has written that ". . . the great
 vigor of these populations speaks for
 real evolutionary strength in diversity.
 Heterogeneous potato fields are in ef-
 fect a 'homeostatic system' in which
 the loss of one or several genotypes to
 natural selection affects but just a small
 proportion of the population" (21). It
 would appear, therefore, that we need
 to preserve these highly heterozygous
 native potato populations as a kind of
 natural "gene pool," or a source from
 which to work when our own limited
 numbers of cultivars fail.

 The introduction of modern potato
 varieties and clean cultivation methods

 to the Andean potato fields may some-
 day have a deleterious effect upon the
 future development of our own vari-
 eties. If the primitive Andean potato
 stocks are lost, our modern, artificially
 produced varieties will become com-
 pletely isolated from their ancestral
 base, and it may then require extra-
 ordinary efforts to keep our higher-
 yielding but more inbred clones free
 from extinction. Although it is inevit-
 able perhaps that some native potato
 populations will be lost in future years,
 it is vital that we at least preserve the
 more critical or ancient centers of po-
 tato variability, and guard these against
 the encroachment of the modern vari-
 eties.
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 In the last quarter of a century the
 scientific community has concerned it-
 self increasingly with the flood of sci-
 entific information, initially emphasiz-
 ing the need for improving the distribu-
 tion, storage, and retrieval of scientific
 literature. About a decade ago, how-
 ever, a number of scientists challenged
 this emphasis. One such scientist, Bent-
 ley Glass, called for a more eclectic ap-
 proach to improving scientific communi-
 cation (1): "In light of the very large
 sums of money-to say nothing of the
 time and the skilled labor-expended
 annually on the indexing and abstract-
 ing of the scientific literature and on the
 development of new methods of record-
 ing and retrieving information, it
 seemed desirable to examine the actual

 ways in which representative scientists
 in practice find out about the existence
 of scientific work that is crucial to the
 development of their own research."

 Since Glass's remark, much research
 The authors are, respectively, professor of

 psychology, assistant professor of social relations,
 and assistant professor of psychology at The Johns
 Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, and
 director, assistant director, and research associate
 at the university's Center for Research in Scientif-
 ic Communication.
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 (2) has been done to explore scientific
 communication activities in several dis-

 ciplines, and it is now generally recog-
 nized that the scientific literature, while
 a crucial medium, is only one facet of
 the overall process of disseminating and
 assimilating scientific information. Ac-
 tive researchers rely heavily upon in-
 formal media for information crucial to

 their continuing research.
 These findings, greatly generalized in

 recent years, have left the impression
 that, regardless of the discipline, all sci-
 entists exhibit identical patterns of com-
 munication behavior and therefore have

 similar problems. The research con-
 ducted at Johns Hopkins and reported
 here provides, we believe, evidence on
 which to reevaluate that impression.
 This article focuses on differences be-

 tween the physical and the social sci-
 ences regarding three major factors as-
 sociated with the dissemination and
 assimilation of scientific information:

 (i) lags in the process of information
 flow; (ii) the organization and effective-
 ness of informal networks; and (iii) the
 transfer of information from the in-

 formal to the formal domain (3).
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 Time intervals associated with pro-
 duction of journal articles. Figure 1,
 part A, shows the average times at
 which critical stages associated with the
 production of articles eventually pub-
 lished in "core" journals (4) occurred.
 The graphs of Fig. 1, part A, illus-
 trate the times when authors (A-I) be-
 gan the work reported in the articles;
 (A-2) completed the work; (A-3) began
 first drafts of the manuscripts; and
 (A-4) submitted the manuscripts to the
 journals that published them. Each
 stage of this process-from the incep-
 tion of work to its publication-oc-
 curred closer to the time of publica-
 tion for' the physical sciences than for
 the social sciences.

 The graphs of Fig. 1, part B, illus-
 trate the points where lags in the proc-
 ess occurred. The major lag (B-1) re-
 lates to the actual conduct of the work,
 each group requiring a year, on the
 average, to complete it. Graph B-2
 shows that little time is wasted between

 completion of the work and the initia-
 tion of first drafts of the manuscripts;
 the lag (2 months) is identical for the
 two groups. Graph B-3 shows the inter-
 val between the time the authors started

 their manuscripts and the time they
 submitted them to the journals that
 published them; these intervals were
 longer for social science articles (7
 months) than for physical science arti-
 cles (4 months). Graph B-4 shows that
 the lags between time of submission of
 the manuscript and time of publication
 are generally the second longest lags
 in the process. The physical scientists
 reported publication lags 4 months
 shorter than those reported by the
 social scientists.

 Owing to these longer lags associated
 with publication of social science arti-
 cles, the social scientists, it was found,
 started disseminating oral or written
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